**Olympia LePoint**

**AN OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY:**
Learn about the real-world usefulness of mathematics and science from a dynamic, knowledgeable mathematics teacher and former rocket scientist. Olympia LePoint worked for a decade with Boeing Company and received the "Engineer of the Year" award. A few years ago she founded Ace Math 1-2-3, after over fifteen years of teaching mathematics to thousands of students. Her passion derives from having overcome her own struggles with math as a young African-American woman in a male-dominated field.

**Free admission. Seating is strictly on a first-arrival basis, so plan to arrive early. Open to the public. For additional information, call John Quevedo at (310) 434-8517. Olympia LePoint’s website is www.OlympiaLePoint.com**

Public parking is very limited at the College. Please allow extra time when attending events. See www.smc.edu/transportation for parking options and information on free parking and transport from SMC’s shuttle lots to the main campus.

**Thursday, November 12, 2009**

**11:15am • HSS Lecture Hall 165**
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